
A cheap, remotely posable presence 
robot using a Raspberry Pi, 
webRTC and a few servos

a.k.a Libbybot
Currently residing in an IKEA ESPRESSIVO lamp



hello



I'm Libby
I live far away from where I work, at an 
amazing job at BBC R&D

I used to spend a lot of time in a phone or 
laptop. I hated it.

I was easy to ignore

I couldn't see very well, or hear

It's annoying for everyone else (e.g. the 
laptop's owner)

work-Libby, 2013



I also have a (metaphorical 
and actual) hackspace hat

This version is from EMF 2016

It streams audio and video from a 
hat.

Developed with barnoid at Bristol 
hackspace (inset, modelling 'Brunel' 
version)

Gstreamer, Janus on a Pi, accessed 
by WebRTC in a browser



Q: Could I adapt hackspacehat to be a 
standalone presence robot for work?
Spoiler: yes.

But it took me a while to figure out what the essentials are for remote 
communication.

Are you ready for a tale of oddly shaped robot avatars?

Of mistakes, failure and learning?



To start with I 
was thinking of 
things like 
Beam's 'wheely 
ipads'



🤔 obviously robot-me needs wheels and a face



"Wheely" (February 2014)

Wheels! (so falls off tables, 
needs a battery)

Can express basic emotions.

But: only one way "video" 
(mjpeg) - no audio, and same 
network only

Cute, but won't do.



🤔 maybe I don't need wheels?



"Handbag" (August 2016)

Portable.

Better speaker and screen.

Gstreamer and Janus for 
webRTC, so any network

But: the screen and the speaker 
don't make for a good shape 

The Pi can't handle streaming 
video and displaying it. Darn.



🤔 maybe a different shape?



 "Tube" (September 2016)

Back to emoji / emoticons for 
expressiveness.

Slightly more sensible shape.

Top-heavy and so has a tendency to fall 
over. 

Not lovely. Alexa-ish. No.



🤔 maybe I don't need a screen?



"The bins" (October 2016)

Emotion via movement - up / 
down ("I'm here!"); and 
rotation to see better

Cute, but a bit Oscar the 
Grouch.

Not great for being taken 
seriously ("she's in the bin!")



🤔 maybe all I need is a limb?



"Sticks" (early 2017)

Inspired by Exploring the Affect of 
Abstract Motion in Social 
Human-Robot Interaction by John 
Harris and Ehud Sharlin

More movement.

Tendency to fling bits of itself off.

Looks like it's saluting. 

Back to the drawing board.



[sticks]

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1PDmX_K2kdGNcBjbaTtYNXEiQSf2bB1p1/preview


💡 brainwave: what really am is a lamp!



Now I'm 
thinking of 
things like 
Pixar's lamp 



Lamp (mid 2017)

ESPRESSIVO (IKEA, discontinued)

Many people have one at home

More-or-less fits a Pi 3 in the base; 
construction is made for nodding ("I'm here") 
and rotating (to see better)



How it works
I've used it at work for a year. It goes like this:

Someone at works switches it on (at my request)

I get a notification in Slack with a unique url

I click to join 

I can see, hear and move; the remote side can hear me

Others can also manifest themselves in the lamp simultaneously



Try it!

https://bit.ly/2C2ejjJ

https://libbybot.nicecupoftea.org:8443/libbybot/remote12-emf-no-audio.html#1234


🤖 want one?



Technology
The idea is that you run a "headless" browser on a Raspberry Pi in the lamp, and 
connect to it remotely via a laptop or phone using a browser.

It uses WebRTC, a secure, open, web-based protocol for real-time audio and 
video communication.

Server: node and javascript (RTCMulticonnection); letsencrypt

Lamp: Pi3B, camera and USB speaker / mic; 9g servos, Arduino, wire

You need a day or so to make it (and a dremel)



🤖 more detail



Server side
RTCMulticonnection - the best library I've found for WebRTC 

● handles signalling and the other fiddly bits of WebRTC for you
● does video / audio / data in any combination in both directions
● lots of help and info available
● comes with a small node server

https is required for chromium to run getUserMedia applications - so letsencrypt



Pi-side
Uses Chromium "headlessly" (screenlessly) to load a webRTC-enabled webpage

● Easy to develop for and tweak
● Camera is detected by the browser using v4l2 (Video for Linux) drivers, 

although the support is a little...iffy: options bcm2835-v4l2 
gst_v4l2src_is_broken=1

● Chromium flag --use-fake-ui-for-media-stream is used to bypass user 
consent

● Server to run the servos on an arduino via serial
● Chromium flag --allow-running-insecure-content to talk to that server 

from within the browser 



Cool things
It has an embodied presence - your colleagues / friends will treat it more like a 
person (this works particularly well for small meetings)

It's mostly web technology - anyone with some html and javascript can have a go 
at making one

It works with most browsers, including phones.

And!



The web-based platform is 
brilliant for prototyping 
connected objects
Here are some of the 9 prototype 
internet radios we made for the "Better 
Radio Experiences" project

Again using Chromium on a Pi, this 
time to make interactive radio-like 
objects



It's fast, open, and 
development can 
happen on a laptop

See Andrew Nicolaou's paper: The 
browser as an engine for 
prototyping connected objects



Less cool things
The speaker / mic is expensive

The wifi can be dubious

It's not very expressive...yet



Thanks for listening.
https://github.com/libbymiller/libbybot_eleven/

(links and references are there)

Thanks to:

Barney, Richard, and Bristol Hackspace people

My tolerant, helpful, and inspiring BBC R&D colleagues

https://github.com/libbymiller/libbybot_eleven/

